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1. INTRODUCTION
The population of robots� i�e�� crawlers� shopbots� price�
bots� and autonomous software agents interacting with Web
servers and e�business sites� will increase signi�cantly in the
future ��� �� 	
� Indeed� directories and search engines are
among the most popular sites of the Internet� At the same
time� with the dawn of E�business and News sites came along
a steep growth of dynamic documents on the web� Thus�
search engines require exhaustive crawling work to maintain
and update their indices to the increasingly time�sensitive
web content� Currently� publicly indexed documents exceed
one billion in numbers ��
�

In addition to the general�purpose crawlers� an ever growing
number of focused crawlers selectively seek out information
relevant to a speci�c pre�de�ned set of subjects ��
� These
are part of a broader class of agents that perform resource
discovery and retrieval functions� such as address collectors�
o��line browsers� site maintenance agents that probe the site
at regular intervals to check whether it is alive� as well as
database dumpers which� in the case of a bookstore� per�
form extensive ISBN searches for price comparison or re�
trieve information on books� These agents are generally au�
tomated and have a request generation process that is not
human driven� but rather the consequence of a computer
program� In this study� we collectively call robots of this
class Crawlers� As a consequence� crawlers are placing an
ever growing demand on site resources and on the whole
internet infrastructure�

Another class of robots is that of agents associated with
meta�search engines and price comparison sites� They au�

tomatically search the internet for goods and�or services on
behalf of customers� and play a particularly central role in
E�business and information economy in general� To acquire
information about a product or service requested by a cus�
tomer e�g�� price� expected delivery time� etc�� might re�
quire to query hundreds of sites within seconds� For exam�
ple� www�shopper�com claims to compare ��������� prices
on ������� speci�c products� The role of agents will natu�
rally evolve from information providers into decision�makers�
Currently� it is common to see two types of robots being used
by e�business sites� Economically�motivated agents called
pricebots are used to set prices with the goal of maximizing
pro�ts for companies� As the degree of autonomy and re�
sponsibility of agents increase over time� it is expected that
transactions among economic software agents will be a sig�
ni�cant part of the information economy� We collectively
call them ShopBots� ShopBots are employed� for instance�
by sites which search for prices of items in several e�tailers
and present the �ndings summarized in a single page to the
user�

The goals of this paper are twofold� First� we aim at identi�
fying� characterizing and eventually distinguishing two ma�
jor categories of robots� namely �Crawlers� and �ShopBots�
solely based on observations at the server� Workload char�
acterization may be accomplished at many levels� user level�
application level� protocol level� and network level ��
� We
looked at the robot workload at three levels� represented by
request layer HTTP protocol level�� function layer appli�
cation level� and session layer user level�� This hierarchy
may be used to capture changes in the behavior of robots
and map the e�ects of these changes to the lower layers of
the model� which can be used to provide input information
to performance models�

The two classes of robots produce quite distinctively di�er�
ent stream of requests� A typical Crawler will request a site�s
Home Page� wait for the response� parse it and determine
the links present in the page� It then waits for a prede�
termined amount of time possibly zero�� and sequentially
issues requests for each link found� repeating the process
for each page received� On the other hand� ShopBots issue



requests triggered by human action on a remote site� for ex�
ample the search for a book by author in a price comparison
site� One should expect the arrival process of requests and
the popularity of objects requested to di�er substantially
for the two classes� which is what we set out to show� Sec�
ond� it is impossible to ignore the impact of Web robots on
E�business sites and information provider sites� Robots con�
sume computational resources at the site as well as valuable
bandwidth� We develop analytic models for the interaction
between robots and e�business sites ��
� Based on actual logs�
we derive performance models of a typical online bookstore
through which we assess the impact of robot activities in
several what�if scenarios�

2. ANALYZING ROBOTS
The growing use of crawlers� shopbots� and other robots on
the web� demands for an understanding of their behavior
and their impact on the infrastructure of the Internet and
the performance of servers� Towards this end we analyze
three di�erent types of logs from actual web sites� an online
bookstore� servers for the ���� FIFAWorld Cup and the site
of the Computer Science Department at UC Berkeley� We
identify and characterize robots from the real logs applying
our multi�layered approach ��
� Thereby� we concentrate on
the bookstore log not only because of its signi�cant robot
workload� but also because we identi�ed a more diversi�ed
mix of robots than on the other logs� The bookstore log
shows requests which are not directly generated by browsers
of human users� Through our analysis we identi�ed both
ShopBots and Crawlers�

As an example of how the behavior of the two types of
robots varies� we analyzed the probability distribution func�
tion for the interarrival times IAT� for Crawlers and Shop�
Bots� The distribution for Crawlers exhibits a well de�ned
peak� which varies from one robot to the other� and is �t
by a lognormal distribution� Crawlers� dumping a database
or following links systematically and without human inter�
action will show a fairly periodic pacing of requests� i�e��
a strong clustering of IAT around their mean� Variability
might be caused by network transfer delay � which is known
to be sharply peaked log�normal ��
 � and servicing delay�
ShopBots� on the other hand� exhibit a distribution that
is closely �t by an exponential distribution� suggesting the
human driven request generating process� We also found
di�erences at the function and session level� which are pre�
sented in an extended version of this paper ��
�

Robots use E�business site resources such as CPU time� stor�
age subsystems� and networks� We characterize the service
demands placed by robots on processors and disks with the
goal in mind to determine the portion of utilization of these
resources that can be attributed to ShopBots and Crawlers�
To this end� we construct a model simulating an online book�
store� We studied the utilization of the bottleneck device�
the disk at the database server�attributed to ShopBots and
Crawlers� at di�erent time scales� We noticed that the bursts
of activity by these robots� though present at all time scales�
decrease as the time scale becomes coarser� For example� for
a time scale of ������ sec�� i�e�� for data averaged in bins of
������ seconds� the utilization peaks range from �	 to ����
while the highest peaks at time scale ����� sec lie between
�� and �	� and for �� sec between �	� and ����� This

indicates that the site con�guration speci�ed in the model
would be unable to accommodate such a high arrival rate of
requests from Crawlers and ShopBots� For instance� in the
���sec time scale� the requests generated by the Crawlers re�
sulted in utilization peaks from �	 to ����� being the main
cause of the observed overload�

3. CONCLUSIONS
Very few studies have been published regarding the behavior
of robots in the Web� We used a hierarchical approach for
workload characterization of requests generated by robots�
Using several criteria� we were able to show the presence of
di�erent types of robots in logs from actual web sites� The
characterization was done at the session� function� and re�
quest levels� Statistical analysis of the robot request arrival
process was carried out at di�erent time scales� Using infor�
mation derived from the log of a real online bookstore� we
also developed a performance model of an online bookstore
servicing the robot�generated workload� The performance
model provides service demands that� in conjunction with
laws from operational analysis� are used to assess the impact
of robot workloads on the consumption of the site resources�

In summary� we veri�ed that i� robots can consume a sig�
ni�cant amount of system resources� ii�Crawlers consume
more resources than ShopBots� and iii� utilization peaks in�
crease in intensity as we consider �ner time scales� This
indicates that averaging the e�ect of robots over large time
periods does not accurately re�ect their behavior in short
time scales� At these �ne time scales� robots can steal pre�
cious resources from other� in most cases� more important
requests� Also� as the size of the database increases� we see
more instances in which the site would need signi�cantly
more capacity just to cope with requests originating from
robots�
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